
Religion by Any Other Name: Do All Cultures Have “Religion”? 

 

One of the assumptions that has dominated religious studies and anthropology is the claim that most if 

not all societies have “religion”—and that “religion” exists in the first place as a thing to have and as a 

thing that can be identified, isolated, and investigated. To the contrary, much historical and cross-

cultural research has suggested that “religion” is a Western/Christian concept, and not a very clear or 

consistent one at that. 

 

Even what English-speaking Christians mean by “religion” is not easy to pin down. Some Christians 

actually argue that they do not have “religion” but rather a personal relationship with God/Jesus; 

“religion” in this sense is some sort of institutional imposition on that relationship (something akin to 

what English-speakers mean when they use the term “organized religion”). Others have insisted to the 

contrary that Christianity is the only religion, since “religion” refers to a true belief in a true god, and 

Christianity alone qualifies as true on both counts.  

 

Sometime in the early modern era, it became possible for Westerners to talk and think about religions in 

the plural, and “other religions” could be imagined as, if not equal to, than at least comparable to 

Christianity. The standard classification of five “world religions”—Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, 

and Buddhism—reflects this new way of thinking. However, as we will discuss in a supplemental reading 

for Chapter Eight, the construction of Hinduism and Buddhism as integrated and isolable “religions” was 

something of an active invention of nineteenth-century intellectuals and colonialists. And, insofar as 

other “religions” were understood to be comparable to Christianity, they were expected—and made—

to conform to the Western/Christian definition of religion, that is, to have a scripture, a “belief,” a 

“morality,” and ideally a single god. 

 

Not even all monotheisms quite fit the Western/Christian mold of “religion,” nor do they use that term. 

In Islam, the word that is often translated as “religion” is din (ن  in Arabic); it is worth noting that دي

Arabic-speaking Christians also use that term. Some Muslims have argued that madhhab is a better 

cognate for “religion,” while others insist that madhhab actually means something more like “school of 

thought” or “school of jurisprudence,” encompassing the several major alternative ways of interpreting 

and applying Islamic law. But this confusion makes our point: Islam cannot be entirely separated from its 

practical social-legal implications, and it cannot be understood as a “creed” or “belief” in the familiar 



Christian sense of the term. As Amina Wadud put it in Inside the Gender Jihad, for at least some 

Muslims, din “means a complete way of life”: 

As a complete way of life, the Islamic intellectual tradition did not distinguish a separation 

between church and state, as characterizes civil society in modernity…. [T]oday’s idea of state, 

as in nation-state, did not exist during the formative discussions…. [A]ll affairs are under the 

sovereignty of Allah’s will. Muslims must not only believe that Allah’s sovereignty is over all 

things, they must accept their responsibility as agents of Allah (2006: 34). 

 

This explains the very nature of the name “Islam”: one does not so much “believe” in a god or a set of 

doctrines as submit or surrender to that god. In fact, according to the website Shiachat 

(www.shiachat.com/forum/topic/ 234956330-what-does-din-arabic-mean), the Arabic root d-y-n implies 

“law” and renders other words like “judge”; it can also convey the meaning of “debt” and “person 

subject to judgment” as well as “to practice a faith.” Eminent Muslim scholar Fazlur Rahman proposed 

that din be understood as “the way to be followed” or that which we are obliged to accept and to do: 

“Whereas shari’a is the ordaining of the Way and its proper subject is God, din is the following of that 

Way, and its subject is man…. If we abstract from the Divine and the human points of reference, shari’a 

and din would identical as far as the ‘Way’ and its content are concerned” (1979: 100).  

 

Syed Muhammad al Naquib bin Ali al-Attas (2009) was still more adamant that din “is not the same as 

the concept of religion as interpreted and understood throughout Western religious history.” In his 

view, din derived from the verb dana meaning “to be indebted”; thus he asserted that din had four main 

“significations”—indebtedness, submissiveness, judicious power, and natural inclination or tendency. 

Fascinatingly, elsewhere (al-Attas 1984) he concluded that Christianity does not qualify as a religion, 

since for him “religion” meant revealed-and-immutable truth and way of life; Christianity, he adduced, 

never contained a complete plan for living, borrowed one from Greco-Roman society, and changed 

continuously throughout history. 

 

Outside of the familiar world of monotheism, the trouble with “religion” is even greater. Hinduism 

speaks not so much of religion as of dharma, which also does not translate directly into the English word 

“religion.” According to Hindupedia (www.hindupedia.com/en/Dharma), 

The Sanskrit word Dharma has no direct translation into English. Among other things, it can be 

thought of as righteousness in thought, word, and action. It comes from the root Dhr, which 



means to uphold, sustain, or uplift. Thus another interpretation of the word in English would be 

“the collection of natural and universal laws that uphold, sustain, and uplift,” i.e. law of being; 

law of nature; individual nature; prescribed duty; social and personal duties; moral code; civil 

law; code of conduct; morality; way of life; practice; observance; justice; righteousness; religion; 

religiosity; harmony. 

 

The source adds that dharma does not refer to “any specific object (living or inanimate)” and thus does 

not necessarily entail a god. If there are gods, then they too are subject to dharma as “cosmic order”—

both physical laws and moral laws. As with Islamic din, the connotation of dharma is duty; it is about 

living the way that we as humans are obliged to live. 

 

Similar again to both of these terms are Chinese tao or dao and Akha zán or zah. Tao is most often 

translated as “the way,” referring to the inherent qualities and processes of nature and supernature 

alike (insofar as that distinction makes any sense in Chinese traditions). Whether “Taoism,” let alone 

“Confucianism,” is a “religion” is a matter of debate; more centrally, both advocate a way of being in the 

natural and social world—again, a way of living responsibly and in accordance with the order of things. 

Taoist writings insist that one can struggle against the tao, but such struggle only makes life more 

difficult. As the Tao Te Ching teaches, the best course of action is to relent, to submit, to let go: do 

nothing, and leave nothing undone. Among the Akha of highland Burma (see Chapter Two of Introducing 

Anthropology of Religion, as well as the supplemental reading for Chapter Eight, “Why Have the Akha 

Resisted Christian Conversion?”), zán or zah is the “Akha way,” a set of (fairly burdensome) customs, 

norms, and obligations not restricted or equivalent to “religion.” Most of the issues of zán or zah are 

extremely practical and this-worldly. More interestingly, unlike the other traditions discussed above, the 

Akha do not claim their zán or zah as universal for all people; instead, each society has its own zán or 

zah, its own way, so zán or zah is an ethnic marker, not a universal truth. 

 

As “secular” as many of these alleged terms for “religion” are, Japan offers one of the most remarkable 

cases, since many Japanese people will engage in what we would deem “religious” behavior even as 

they avow that they are not religious individuals. Ian Reader some years ago opined that “religion” is a 

concept introduced to Japan by Christian missionaries and thus foreign to Japanese language and 

culture; shūkyō in Japanese, it conveyed the sense of “religion” as “a specific belief-framed entity” 

(1991: 13).  Worse, according to John Nelson, shūkyō for many Japanese citizens implies superstition and 



fanaticism: the terrorist group Aum Shinrikyo is a religion, but what the ordinary Japanese person does 

is not religion. Thus, a Japanese man or woman can say, Mu-shūkyō (“I have no religion”) while indulging 

in behavior that, to the American eye, appears distinctly religious (Nelson 2013: 135). What the 

Japanese person understands him/herself to be doing is honoring the kami (spirits or gods), fulfilling 

their family and national duties, and creating and sustaining health social relationships with humans, 

ancestors, and spirits while ensuring for themselves health, prosperity, and tranquility in life. 

 

One final example will suffice. Among the Warlpiri of Aboriginal Australia, there is no indigenous word 

for “religion.” The most commonly-used word in the realm of what we would call religion is jukurrpa, 

which translates literally to “dream” and is often rendered as “Dreaming” in English. The word means 

night-time dreams, but it also means ritual occasions as well as the creation-time at the beginning of the 

world, along with the present-day manifestations of the events of that primordial time. People have 

stories to tell, dances to perform, pictures to paint, and so on, but they never talked about any of this as 

“religion.” It is simply that which must be done—because the ancestor-beings ordained it to be done, 

and because if it is neglected then society and nature will suffer. The “business” of jukurrpa (and in 

English, the Warlpiri call their ritual activity “business”) is the fulfillment of human obligations, the 

proper enactment of the right way to live.  

 

To put a finer point on it, although the academic category of “religion” comes from Western Christianity, 

even in that “religion” the term has a troubled pedigree. For instance, according to the website 

Biblestudytools.com, the word “religion” appears only four times in the New Testament (and not at all in 

the gospels), where of course it is an English translation of the Greek word threskeia. The ancient Greeks 

did not have quite a word for “religion” either, tending to use either threskeia or pistis. Pistis more 

specifically meant “faith” or “piety” and implied trust in and obedience to the gods. “Belief” was not the 

issue for the Greeks. Threskeia came somewhat closer to the English “religion,” although the folks at 

Biblestudytools.com confess that at best it denotes “worship” especially in the external form of religious 

ceremony or ritual (www.biblestudytools.com/lexicons/greek/kjv/threskeia.html). Either way, the word 

“religion” was invented later than the biblical era, and its origin is in dispute: it may derive from the 

Latin ligare (to tie or bind) or from relegere (to read repeatedly)—neither of which has anything 

essentially to do with “religion.” 

 



[By the way, there is a new religious movement which calls itself Threskeia, which according to its 

website threskeia.webs.com “is not based on scriptures and divine revelations, but on rituals and the 

traditions associated with them.” The focus of ritual activity is the Great Goddess, an “eternal energy” 

that/who “creates and keeps everything on herself.” Her name is Hecate, and she has given birth to a 

son “who is dual and is symbolized by the Sun in daytime and by fire at night. We call the God Sabazius 

at day and Zagreus at night, and his united image we call Dionysus.”] 
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